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About This Game

RUMP! It's a crazy and challenging 3D jump and run game with a high focus on speedrunning, competition, sick moves and
ultimate multiplayer-mayhem!

You think the good old Mario Kart was the challenge for you and your friends? Now RUMP! is going to be busting your mind.
There are no classic green, red or blue shells - but several other gadgets, that will make your friends rage when you fire them

off.

Compete with your steam friends, dare them to defy you and beat their best times! Be rewarded with different skins, characters
and even some nice powerups. If you want to, you can climb the ladder and score the best times of the worldwide ranking!

The singleplayer offers over 50 different maps with some serious jumping, collecting and raging action! Get all Coins to
proceed to the next level, be fast to make sure to beat your friends' highscores! Achieve the Bronze, Silver and Gold times to

receive cool awards, skins and other stuff.
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In the multiplayer modes you can challenge up to three of your friends in a fight to the death! Multiple modes are planned - but
the most important thing, as usual, will be: first to arrive wins. Use your body and your gadgets to get rid of your foes and

proceed to unbelievable greatness! Missiles, Boosters, Hooks and other grim utilities can be used to make your way to the top.
Compete with other players all over the world!

Up to 6 people multiplayer mayhem to beat your friends via STEAM!

Race your friends and expect MAYHEM!

The Ultimate Lan Party game!

Online Matchmaking with Quickjoin options or premade Lobbys/Groups!

Sleek singleplayer with a high amount of different maps, gadgets, mechanics, competition and story!

High amount of various Skins, Accessories, Chars and Maps!

Awesome multiplayer gadgets like hooks, missiles and other fun stuff!

Cool new things at least twice a month! Weapons, Gadgets, Levels!
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Global & local rankings with leaderboards and statistics!

Speedrun functionality for all time contest records!

Many humorous and funny elements, including dark ones!

Competition, rage and success!

Different supported plattforms! (tba)

Unique Soundtrack and ambience!

Tons of uniquely designed levels! Created with love!

Lots of achievements and unlockables!

No arms and legs - but there's a cape!
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Title: RUMP! - It's a Jump and Rump!
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Dedication Labs
Publisher:
Dedication Labs
Release Date: 12 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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rump its a jump and rump game. rump it's a jump and bump. rump - it's a jump and rump

Great music, beautiful art. A generally solid visual novel. However, I've never seen a less heroic protagonist in a fantasy game.
She's reluctant, wimpy, and falls in love with a dude after hanging out with him for 12 hours. The quality of the writing is good;
I just can't empathize with the main character. The game is worth the $7 for the art alone though.. I've owned this game before
it was on steam and I've played countless hours. This game is a blast. It will scratch that 'I've got 15 minutes to kill' itch
perfectly. When you've got more time, just keep playing for higher scores.. Read the flavor text on everything; there are tons of
nods at popular sci-fi. Here's a hint for you peeps that die a lot, yellow stars have the most riches and stay out of fights if you're
not the terran military frigate.. This game presents no challenge, so unless you want to just sit back and click for a while, I can't
recommend it. *. Not worth the price.
Somewhat fun, but not worth a penny above $5 in my opinion. The game itself is only 80MB big. Speech in the game is sub-par
at best. Gets annoying even after 10 minutes of it. Wait for a big sale if you absolutely MUST get this game.. the Core of the
game was changed to Souls series but this change give her little advantage on the Combat , btw its nice to see the part three done
after 6 year and thq fall .. :D

the combat little bit hard
the story not the best one but still Good
the Graphics awesome
the ost's better than darksiders 1

. I have mixed feelings about this game:

First of all, I love the game, the mechanics are fluid and it's pretty easy to do basics and BnB, if you're a FG enthusiast like me,
buy this game, it's worth the money. (I'd recommend to buy this with a heavy discount though. I'll get to this point later)

That said, the game is really mediocre in some aspects.

What do I mean? Well, the menus are ugly and so is the HUD, it only runs on 640x480 resolution, and above all, it's the
goddamn 2015 already, c'mon, take a look at Skullgirls, the same price, but it does have plenty of resolutions and modes.

The game is really lazy in this aspect, but the character sprites and art are cool (sprites aren't Blazblue tier, but are good enough
for the purpose of the "classic" feel)

Also, some inputs are messed up (at least on a 360 pad, diagonals are inconsistent, nothing gamebreaking, but can get annoying
for half circle moves)

So, do I recommend the game?: Absolutely, the game is great and fun as hell
Do I recommend to buy the game?: Not now, wait for a sale, 15 USD for this game is a rip-off

Edit: Netcode is actualy fine and not terrible, just be sure to set-up the delay frame between 2 and 5 and you're ready to go
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A lot of indie games come out, to the point that it can hard to pick which ones to play. There simply isn't enough time to get
immersed in all of them.

The Story Goes On takes that problem and just throws it in the trash. Right from the get go, the game is 100% intuitive and you
can jump right into the action. Every one of my playthroughs have been different, even slightly, and that keeps the game from
getting stale. All of the items are useful to some degree, none of the character abilities are game-breaking, and the enemies all
fit their difficulty levels. The art style itself is fun, and the bgm is amazing.

I absolutely love this game, and am glad I picked it up. Knowing that there will be so much more content in the future will keep
me checking back constantly. 10/10. This is a copy of my review for the original game. Most of my time is going into that
one. For now.

There are few things new buyers should be aware of:

1. This game is not in any shape or form similar to Transport Tycoon. You won't be optimizing routes, building long-lasting
production chains, planning complex routes for dozens upon dozens vehicles, etc, etc. Instead you will be managing up to 15
not-so-smart trucks making sure they can fulfill demands of each and every town you find. Which can get a bit hectic.

2. This game is for patient people. You probably won't experience the real difficulty it can throw at you for a while (and by
that I mean many hours of preparation and unlocking every tool the game can offer you)

3. Many reviews mention "having to overcome UI", well, it got much better. And it keeps improving. In all honesty, being late to
the party, I haven't had much trouble with figuring it out.

4. This is not an achievement spam game. Each and any of the achievements require work. Sure, some are extremely easy, but
some others are very hard.
As for the game itself, it's the most addicting purchase I made in years. After playing for few hours I just bought everything
that was available at the moment, because I knew I'll play it eventually. It might not be for everyone, probably far from it,
but it's a great game if you can see its charm.. great choices, that lead to understandable effects. while I was unable to
acheve the goal at the end of the game the reasioning given as to why was well thought out and explaned.
10\/10. mmm I'm not the smartest guy but I have watched previous tutorials of Dominic Qwek the majority of his pipeline is
rather straight from the imagination on these kinds of things, so with that being said minor knowledge of zbrush is required
... I am now finally going to get to watch this :3. Okay I've only played about 20 minutes but this is already the most
immersive VR game I've ever played. Finally a survival/crafting/persistent VR game. Thank you devs. I'll update my review
once I've played more. Seriously try this one out though. It's a great price too.
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